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Somewhere Over 
The Rainbow 
Blog 3: Published April 5, 2014

Charlie Chaplin once said “You will never find a rainbow if 
you are looking down!” Well, since getting out of hospital 
there’s been no looking down. Sometimes life’s greatest joy 
is found in its little surprises and the other day I got one of 
those surprises…… a pot of gold (the Rocket) at the end of 
the rainbow! How good to have another day on this earth.

A pot of gold (Rocket) at the end of the rainbow

How good to have 
another day on 

this earth.
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The views of the inland water ways

The long flat road with grassy plains to Charter Towers - stunning!

The next morning after 
ukulele practice and a visit 
to the local bakery - which 
just happened to be next 
door to the pub, I was back 
on the road again travelling 
towards Charters Towers.

I just love my ukulele, it’s 
been so much fun. I might 
not be the best player in 
the world but I don’t care, 
it’s so relaxing strumming 
away, it’s really rewarding, 
really healthy. So the uke’s 
in the back of the car and I 
might be ready for a few gigs 
myself soon. Book in early 
to avoid disappointment.

Today 
happiness is 
strumming 

on my 
ukulele.
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The world 
famous 
Snag 
Island pier

The Rocket cruising along at Coolimba - 
stunning kangaroo tails everywhere

The Beach at Lancelin The Beach at Lancelin



I lurked around for nearly a week at the beach, 
watching the kite surfers and kicking back
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Another short cut!



Harden’s Return

Granite rocks “Remarkable 
Rocks” and pristine beaches.

A couple of the local seals doing the 
wild thing on the beach!
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Of course there were a few short cuts!

And a few 
lighthouses!

Stanley is famous for its landmark called the ‘Nut’

Table Cape is famous 
for its fields of tulips



I had a good look around 
Stanley, saw the house 
where the oldest dwarf 
lived, checked out one of 
our prime ministers early 
childhood homes, soaked 
up some of the history, ate 
some of the local seafood 
and recreated history 
myself. Some may say there 
was another “nut” in town 
for a couple of days.

Giant crayfish 
stalking the 

Rocket

The view from the Nut
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I drove to the end of the road at Strathgordon and had a 
good look at the start of The Gordon River, the end of Lake 
Pedder and the Dam which brought international attention 
to Lake Pedder back in 1972. You can even abseil down the 
face of the dam if you want. There wasn’t a breath of wind, 
it was breathtaking.

The lakes are full of fresh water trout which attracts a lot of 
fishermen from all around the world.

I stayed the night at one of the fishing lodges…..how big did 
you say the fish was?

Lake Pedder

Lake Gordon
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